Help Wanted

Sometimes, I find myself daydreaming about the Journal of the Dermatology Nurses’ Association (JDNA). Wait, are you telling me that you do not? Either way, I think often of the JDNA, the content it is offering readers, and ways to encourage participation in the development of that content. “How can I get people to participate with this Journal?” is something I focus on in particular. I think about ways that job announcements or want ads are written for newspapers, or the messaging contained in personal ads whether in print or online. What goes through my head is an attention-getting, ticker-tape type of scrolling such as the following:

**Wanted:** Dermatology nurse with 1 or more years of experience with a strong passion for education and knowledge dissemination. Helpful to have enthusiasm for publishing timely and relevant articles for dermatology nurses. Must work well with others. Looking to fill position immediately with qualified individual(s). Please forward letter of intent and resume.

**Immediate Openings:** Work from home! Current opening for peer reviewers. These individuals must possess a general dermatology nursing background and be willing to read articles at the invitation of Editors. Expertise preferred but on-the-job training available for the right candidate. Resources available to help with job performance. Flexible hours and the candidate can work on their own time frame. A great opportunity for those new to dermatology nursing or publishing. Continuing education (CE) may be awarded for exceptional work. Apply immediately!

**Journal Seeking Authors:** JDNA seeks authors for publication. Looking for articles on a wide variety of dermatology topics of interest to dermatology nurses and most well-written offers accepted. Write at your convenience and submit your article today for consideration. If published, your topic will be read by dermatology nurses across the country and abroad. Consider joining our team!

**Pharmacology Column Looking for Contributors:** The JDNA is currently seeking knowledgeable authors to submit regularly to recurring column about pharmacology for the dermatology nurse. Must be excited to write about new medications and pharmacology topics. Templates available to get you started. Apply now!

**Journal Looking to Establish Relationship With Editorial Board Members:** The JDNA is hoping to add several new Editorial Board members over the next several months. The addition of these Editorial Board members will not only help build on the existing work of the JDNA but also help propel the Journal to new heights. Must be energetic and willing to help the Journal produce content to help fulfill the mission statement. Helpful if candidate is able to occasionally work under tight deadlines. Being well organized is a plus for the right candidate. Several Board meetings per year required. Attendance at annual Dermatology Nurses’ Association (DNA) convention strongly encouraged. Your contributions would be valued. Please consider joining the premier journal for dermatology nurses. Send resume now.

**Looking to Make New Friends and Establish Colleagues and to Have Fun:** Join the many
volunteers of JDNA and make new friends and colleagues along the way. By volunteering with the JDNA, you will establish professional connections and likely make new friends in the process! Join a dedicated group of individuals who have a shared purpose. The JDNA team meets regularly, both in large groups and also in small breakout groups. Find a group of similar-minded people who are enthusiastic about the same things you are. Would you consider joining us? You will not be disappointed!

I think I’d be interested in responding to these types of ads; what about you? If you love dermatology nursing and would like to get involved, please feel free to reach out to either myself or any of the members of the JDNA leadership team. We’d love to take time to talk to you about the available opportunities that exist within the JDNA. While you are at it, please feel free to share the “advertisements” with your colleagues or social media connections. I’d be thrilled to hear about readers sharing these opportunities with friends and followers. Would you consider sharing the invitations on your social media platforms? Whether you are looking to strengthen your clinical knowledge or are just looking to be friends with others who love dermatology nursing, consider joining our efforts. We’d love to have you be part of our team!

As always, looking forward to hearing from you,

Angela L. Borger
Editor-in-Chief
alborger@aol.com
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